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face it - selling ain’t easy. 

Even the best salespeople 

feel pressurized & 

don’t hit target.



pressure spawns  

excuses...
I 

hate 

excuses!!!

It feels like people are trying 

to blame others rather than 

accepting their own failings. 



what are the 

top 7 excuses 

top 7 excuses 

you’ll hear from a salesperson? 



1.  “WE’RE NOT COMPETITIVE ON PRICE”

if only Miss(ed) Target 

thought about the 

added value she can 

offer such as service & 

training!

I need to Sell 

value not price. 

we’re too 

expensive. 

How can i argue 

against price?



Max-ine opportunity   

did her notes after 

each contact. her 

quick note taking made the 

job less daunting - and she 

has lots of  leads!

2.  “I DON’T HAVE TIME TO COMPLETE 

SALES REPORTS OR UPDATE THE CRM”

Update:

Roger liked 
the product, 
mentioned 

his challenge 
and gave me a 
timescale for 

purchase

Meanwhile on friday afternoon...

the new BI 

mobile app is 

a timesaver!

i’m drowning in my notes i 

- i don’t have time for this!



3.  “MARKETING ISN’T PASSING ME 

ENOUGH LEADS”

yes inbound leads swell 

the sales pipeline but you 

shouldn’t rely on them 

alone. you have to research 

prospects too.
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conversions conversions

it’s marketing’s fault 

i won’t hit target - 

i just don’t have 

enough prospects

I am making steady 

progress by 

generating leads 

myself and working 

on marketing leads



existing and new 

prospects have 

no money for 

new systems.

Problems

need  

savings

looking for options

challenges

resistence

no 
budget

4.  “THE ECONOMY IS CRAP, THAT’S WHY 

MY SALES ARE CRAP!”

prospects may be 

tightening their 

belts - how can 

my product help 

them do that?
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5.  “MY TERRITORY IS WEAKER THAN 

EVERYONE ELSE’S”
you can still be successful 

with smaller cities, regions 

or rural territories. 

a little research will 

highlight quick wins.

if i had the 

city it would 

be easy to hit 

target!



6.  “IT’S NOT ME, IT’S THE PRODUCT”

Rrrrough 

comment!

are you really selling something that bad?!then how are your colleagues hitting target whilst you fail?
you need to Believe in what you’re selling, understand how your high 
performing colleagues are selling it and really get to the root 
of the problem that the product solves so you can pitch it 
better to your prospects.



7.  “MY PIPELINE IS STACKED FOR 

nEXT MONTH”

Don’t concentrate 

solely on the big 

deals that have a 10% 

probability of closing
pluck!

mix up your strategy and pick the low hanging fruit. these will help you hit your target; the big deals will just make you look like a superstar.



stop fighting me miss(ed) target!

join me and we can both win!

of course i will!

teamwork makes the dreamwork!

maybe we aren’t enemies 

after all Max-ine opportunity. 

can you help me overcome 

the 7 excuses?



Find your sales 

superpowers www.sales-i.com


